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Executive Summary 

Business Plan: Thai Lunchbox in Taiwan 

By 

Pattanachat Pruekwattanachai 

What is for lunch today? It is a normal question for everyone, but particularly for office 

workers who have limited choices, busy schedules and do not want to eat outside. People 

mostly think about a lunchbox as the first option since it is convenient, especially a delivery 

service that provides food to the door. But what kind of lunchbox do they want to order? 

There are more than fifty traditional Chinese lunchboxes in service with the same style of 

fried pork or grilled chicken with small three side dishes. What can be more boring than this? 

That is why we think that Pinto will be the best alternative for many customers in the market. 

The business idea is introduced to combine the original lunchbox concept with unique Thai 

food and the new concept of making food for happiness through the food presentation. Pinto 

is a brand of our delicious Thai lunchbox which sells high quality food and focuses on the art 

of food through packaging as an aim to bring customers a new experience. Our primary target 

is office worker around Xinyi district in Taipei City. In addition, the management team is 

consisted of experienced and knowledgeable people who have determination and passion to 

drive business to achieve goals and objectives. The total capital requirement to launch Pinto is 

NTD 2,000,000. Due to our business model focuses on delivery food without an actual 

restaurant, we save money on location and store decoration. As the demand increases in the 

market and the product differentiation, we expect to have a return of profit in the first year of 

operation and gradually gain higher net income in the years later. Our intention is to have a 

definitive business, financial, and marketing plan that not only serves our need for capital 
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financing, but is utilized as our daily business roadmap. In the long term plan, we believe that 

food delivery service is a popular trend and will still have a huge potential to grow in the 

future. In the first four years, we will focus on Taipei and New Taipei City where there is high 

density of office workers and a huge demand for lunchboxes. Next stage, we would like to 

expand to other cities that share the similar lunchbox culture, such as, Shanghai, Beijing and 

Tokyo.  
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1. General Company Description 

1.1. Company Profile 

We are a startup company that wants to provide Thai lunchbox delivery as an alternative 

choice to all people who love to have delicious and healthy Thai food but have limited time to 

go out during lunch time. We provide not only the taste and the quality of food, but also the 

feelings of happiness when having our lunchbox. Happiness is the most beautiful thing in the 

world. We have been thinking about how to make people happy. We are happy when our 

stomach is filled and it is even better if we have delicious food. The best of family time is 

when all members gather and have dinner together. Most of the time, food is the answer. So 

food brings happiness. We strongly believe that when customers open our lunchbox, they will 

see the delicate food with good taste and experience the most memorable and happiest 

moments. 

The name of company comes from Thai word “ป่ินโต” “Pinto” “比都” which means “food 

carrier”. It has a similar meaning to “Bento” (弁当) in Japanese and "biàndāng” (便當) in 

Chinese which mean lunchbox. From the past, Thai people use “Pinto” to carry food they 

make to the temple in order to offer homemade food to monks. Until now, people still use 

“Pinto” to bring food from home to workplace or on a picnic during weekend. Since we are 

Thai, we want to incorporate Thai culture and taste to our product. Customer will experience 

not only the taste and a bit of Thai history, but also Thai culture and lifestyle while having 

Thai food at the same time. When we think about “Pinto”, the image of delicious, homemade 

and a food made from heart appears. We do not want to be just an ordinary Thai lunchbox 

delivery, but a product and service that creates art and happiness. 
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1.2. Mission Statement 

To provide delicious, authentic and high quality Thai lunchbox that combines food styling 

from the heart and delivers with great service to bring happiness to all customers. 

 

1.3. Goals and Objectives 

Our initial goal is to write a new page in lunchbox’s history. The dedicated lunchbox that is 

not only delicious and has premium quality but also expresses the idea of art of food that 

brings joyfulness every time customer sees and tries our food.   

Objectives:  

- Create a new trend and culture of lunchbox that has a good taste and lifestyle in it  

- Selling 400 lunchboxes per day in year 4 

- Expand to other market that share the similar culture of having lunchbox within 5 

years, such as, China, Japan and Korea 

 

1.4. Key to Success 

1.4.1. Authentic and delicious 

Taste of food plays a significant role in food industry. It's because of taste that eating is 

considered a pleasurable experience; therefore, we place our emphasis on providing delicious 

and authentic Thai food. We will recruit a talented chef from Thailand in order to make sure 

that we offer customer the real Thai taste experience as if they are having Thai food in 

Thailand. It is true that defining the meaning of delicious in Taiwanese market and Thai 

market would be different; hence, adaptation should be involved to get the authentic Thai 

taste and flavor while retaining the concept of delicious for Taiwanese consumers. 
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1.4.2. Premium quality 

High quality of products is another major focus on our Thai lunchbox because we designed 

the food quality as one of our primary traits. Our materials have to be fresh and clean. In 

addition, the best ingredients would definitely make for the best food. We will source 

premium ingredient in Taiwan and select from several suppliers from Thailand to deliver the 

best ingredients. We also pay attention on the process and procedure of cooking including 

storing and food preparation to ensure that the food quality is up to our standard. 

1.4.3. Art of food 

Because we eat food with our eyes first, food packaging and styling are important for any 

kind of food, especially lunchbox. People always think that lunchbox is another kind of fast 

food that you need to eat fast with lack of beauty and decoration. However, we have ideas to 

make a nice lunchbox that exudes the feeling of “wow” when customers open our food. 

Besides, the detail of packaging on the lunch box, cup, bag and so on, we want to infuse a 

sense of art in our lunchbox. Food must be more enjoyable to eat when it is delicate, made 

with care and beauty. 

1.5. Legal form of ownership and Management Team 

The company will be owned by 11 shareholders. 10 shareholders will have 9.5% of ownership 

with NTD200,000 investments for each shareholder. In addition, 1 shareholder has 5% 

ownership with the knowledge and experiences invested in the business. The experienced 

management team consists of 

1.5.1. Ms. Pattanachat Pruekwattanachai: Founder and CEO 

She has a great interest in different kind of food particularly Thai food as it is her national and 

favorite food. She is a gourmet who not only spends her free time cooking and trying out new 
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food, but also loves to enjoy the beauty of art and believe that food is one kind of art. In 

addition to the passion about food and art, she has 4 years of experience in Marketing and 

Branding for international companies that brought her a rich knowledge and great experience 

about creating strong brand awareness and delivering the right message to promote the brand. 

Another three years of managing two retail stores with approximately 10 employees under her 

control demonstrates her ability to manage company well. 

1.5.2. Ms. Jennifer Liang: Consultant and Technical Shareholder holding 5%  

She was a system analyst in IT industry for 5 years and developed over 100 information 

systems in an IPO company. Her logical thinking and negotiation ability were trained within 

those years. She has also devoted in the food industry for 6 years, because of the great 

passionate about Chinese cuisine. Recently, she serves as the owner of a chain stir-fry Chinese 

restaurant (3 branches) now. Thirty-five million in annual sales last year and continues to 

grow this year. Studying in NCCU IMBA to get advanced managerial skill and finance 

concept, and apply to the company. With the tremendous experience in all aspects of the food 

industry, globalization and diversification is the next goal. 
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2. Products and Services 

2.1. Historical background 

We will not be able to truly understand people and culture if we do not gain the knowledge 

about history and the story. Hence, we would like to provide a brief background about Thai 

food. The tastes of Thai cuisine are a combination of many cultures together. As early as the 

thirteenth-century, the Thai people have established the heart of Siamese cuisine as we know 

it today. Various types of meat and seafood are combined with local vegetables, herbs and 

spices such as garlic and pepper, and served with rice. Later, the Chinese brought noodles to 

Thailand, and introduced one of the most important Thai cooking tools called the steel wok. 

Thai cuisine is also heavily influenced by Indian spices and flavors which we can clearly see 

from many famous dishes such as green, red, and yellow curries. However, it would be nearly 

impossible to confuse an Indian curry with one from Thailand. Although Thai curry 

incorporates many Indian spices in its pastes, it still manages to maintain its own unique 

flavor with the addition of local spices and ingredients, such as Thai holy basil, lemongrass, 

and galangal (Thai ginger). Other influences on Thai cooking could be found in the countries 

near or surrounding Thailand, such as Vietnam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Burma, and 

Malaysia. We could say that Thai cuisine is made from the perfect combination of cultural 

influences to create a complex and outstanding taste of present day Thai cooking as one of the 

most popular world cuisines today. 

2.2. Products 

Our products will be divided into three categories: lunch box, beverage and dessert. For the 

primary lunch box, there is one main dish with two side dishes. Main dish will be fixed 

everyday with a change of the menu every week, so one week we will offer up to five main 
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dishes. For side dish, we will offer five different kinds and customer will be able to choose 2 

of 5 side dishes. Furthermore, we offer varieties of delicious dessert daily   and changes every 

week. For beverage, we have Thai milk tea as the main option but we also have other options 

for customer to try some local drinks that are popular in Thailand. 

2.3. Menu 

A typical Thai meal includes four main flavors: salty, sweet, sour, and spicy. We still stand for 

the authentic Thai food that makes us different from other Thai food provider, nevertheless, 

accommodation for local taste to Thai food is considered. 

 

2.3.1. Main dish 

Spicy stir pork with basil + fried egg กระเพราะหมู  (Pad kra Prao Moo Sab) 

Brief information: One of the most popular, 

simple and traditional Thai dish is Stir Fried 

Basil with Pork. Pad Kra Prao is a 

ubiquitous fast food dish in Thailand.  You 

can walk into just about any food shack on 

any street corner and ask for this dish, they 

will easily make one for you. It is usually 

served as a one-dish meal, a quick meal eaten over rice and usually topped with a fried egg. 

Locally, Thai people would add fish sauce with chilies (Nam-pla) to make the dish more 

delicious. 
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Stir fried Noodle with Shrimp ผัดไทยกุ้งสด (Pad Thai Kung Sod) 

Brief information: We can surly say that 

Pad Thai is considered as one of the most 

famous Thai dishes. Some would even say 

that it is Thailand’s national dish. When 

people talk about Thai food, Pad Thai 

comes second after Tom Yam Kung.  It is 

basically a stir-fried rice noodle dish. This dish has become popular since World War II. 

Because Pad Thai is a fast, delicious and nutritious dish, it has become popular in many 

countries around the world.  

 

Pork Green Curry แกงเขียวหวานหมู (Gang Kheaw Wann Moo) 

Brief information: Curry is considered to be 

native to India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and South 

East Asia. This method of cooking was 

brought to South East Asia by Indian 

immigrants over the past several centuries. 

Thai people have adjusted by adding coconut 

milk or water, curry paste, herbs, vegetables, 

fruit and meat. The uniqueness of Thai curry is the taste and smell of Thai herb and Thai spice 

pastes. Furthermore, curry is an economical and healthy part of the Thai diet. High in 

vitamins and rich in protein, it is easily digested when eaten with rice as part of a Thai meal.  
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Spicy Soup with Shrimps ตม้ย ากุ้ง (Tom Yum Kung) 

Brief information: Tom Yum Kung is the 

most popular Thai dish. We normally eat 

with Jasmine rice. It is a spicy and sour soup 

flavored with fragrant lemon grass, fresh 

galangal root and Kaffir lime leaf. The soup 

consists of different kind of Thai herb, and 

the herbal mixture is well known for its medicinal properties. Undoubtedly, this special Thai 

dish is famous worldwide because it has its signature taste but is also a healthy dish with 

nutritious ingredients. 

 

Stir fried Pork with Garlic and Pepper + Omelet หมูผดักระเทียมพริกไทย ไข่เจียว (Moo Pad Krateam + 

Kai Jeaw 

Brief information: This is a traditional Thai 

dish that has good taste and is simple to make. 

In Thailand, fried pork with garlic and pepper 

is generally eaten as a snack with nuts and beer 

however; it perfectly matches with rice for a 

lunch and dinner meal.  
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Thai Stir fried Rice Noodle with Black Sauce ผัดซีอิว้ (Pad See Ew) 

Brief information: Pad See Ew is immensely 

popular for Thai street food meal and one of the 

most widely available fried noodle dishes in 

Thailand. It is a Chinese-influenced stir fried 

noodle dish. While Pad Thai is quite sweet, sour, 

and nutty in flavor, Pad See Ew is more on the 

salty side, flavored with soy sauce, dark soy 

sauce, and a hint of pepper. 

 

2.3.2. Desserts 

Mango with Sticky rice ข้าวเหนียวมะม่วง (Khao Niew Ma Mueng) 

Brief information: This is the best Thai 

dessert for both Thai and foreigners alike. The 

main ingredients are mango, sticky rice and 

coconut. Mango is available all year; however 

it is best from April to June. Sticky rice is 

mainly eaten with other dishes in northeast 

Thailand. Later we added sugar and coconut milk to the sticky rice and created a popular 

sweet dessert. It is a perfect combination of fresh mango, soft sticky rice and sweet coconut 

milk.  
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Banana in Coconut Cream กล้วยบวชชี  (Kuai Boad Chee) 

Brief information: This banana dessert is fully 

vegetarian and is a very common Thai dessert. The 

main ingredient in the Thai banana dessert is a 

special type of bananas and coconut milk. 

 

Thai Red Rubies in Coconut Milk ทับทิมกรอบ (Thapthim Krop) 

Brief information:  Thapthim means pomegranate or 

rubies in Thai word. As you can see in the picture, 

the small cubes appear as rubies. 

Thapthim Krop is made of cubes of water chestnuts 

in syrup coated with red food coloring.  It is always 

eaten with coconut milk, ice cubes and topped with 

jackfruit. 

2.3.3. Beverage 

Thai Milk Tea ชานมไทย (Cha Yen) 

Brief information:  Thai milk tea is the most popular Thai drink as 

it is easily found in every single Thai restaurant or at the beverage 

vendor on the street around Thailand. The signature of the tea is 

orange color but it is not from the tea itself. It is a food dye that 

they put into tea leaves. 
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Thai Lemon Tea ชามะนาว (Cha Ma Nao) 

Brief information: Because of the hot weather in Thailand, most of 

the beverages are cold with ice added. Cha Ma Nao is one of the 

best choices when you want to have a drink to cool down and make 

you feel fresh. It is sweet and sour tea.  

 

Thai Herbal Drink น า้สมุนไพร (Nam Sa Mun Prai) 

Brief information: Herbal drink is as simple 

as just boiling herb and adding sugar serving 

hot or with ice as a cooling drink. There are 

numerous Thai local herbs such as 

Lemongrass, Roselle, Pandanus, Bael fruit, and Chrysanthemum. You can easily find herb 

juice everywhere because Thai people believe that local herb juice is good for health and 

bring several benefits. Bael fruit calms an upset stomach, Pandanus can take away a headache, 

Roselle can invigorate and rejuvenate the mind, and Lemongrass is a tonic for everything 

from pain and indigestion to acne and weight loss.  

 

2.4. Art of food 

Food presentation means “the art of modifying, processing, arranging, or decorating food to 

enhance its aesthetic appeal.” We believe that we all eat with eyes before we have a first bite, 

so appearance is as important as the taste. Some of food stylists also say “Food that looks 

beautiful does taste better” I personally am not so sure about that but I do agree that I would 

be more willing to try it if it looks beautiful. Appearance is only one factor in your experience 
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of the food, however, it does help to increase appetite and motivate people to try that food. 

Because lunchbox need to be fast, most of the lunchbox stores do not pay attention to the art 

of food. On the other hand, Pinto thinks that insert the beauty of food in lunchbox is 

something interesting. We want to create the feeling of “wow, it looks really good. I want to 

eat it now” when consumers open our lunchbox. It is about creating an impressive sensation 

and shows how we prepare our lunchbox with love and care. 

2.5. Packaging 

Packaging is an initial element for value added into product since it serves as an identification 

of the product, makes the product more outstanding and grabs the customer’s attention. Thus, 

applying packaging strategy into lunchbox is an interesting idea to differentiate our product 

from competitors. Good packaging design is also beneficial for functionality and 

attractiveness.  For function, we have to make sure that our lunchbox will be delivered in the 

same shape out of the central kitchen, particularly when we use scooter to deliver. It has a 

high risk that lunchbox will be damaged. Therefore, packaging helps to protect product and 

ensure the quality of food transported to customers’ hands. Attraction is one of our goals to 

make people happy when they are eating our Thai lunchbox, so using creative and attractive 

packaging is a way to fulfill the objective. Besides, package is another method to tell our 

product and company story. We also pay attention to the material of packaging, so we 

consider eco-friendly option that is either recyclable or reusable because it is a way to create a 

positive social and environmental impact. 
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2.6. Services 

Since we are Lunch box delivery, service plays a key role in our business. We have to make 

sure that we deliver high quality of food in the right time. As mentioned previously that we 

will not have an actual restaurant but a central kitchen. There are two major points that we 

must focus. First, timing is key. In order to reach customer’s lunch time on schedule, we focus 

on the delivery time. Lunch box should not be received before or later than break time; 

therefore, accurate time calculation is a must for this kind of service. For example, if the lunch 

time is 12.00 pm., Lunch box have to be reached by customer by 11.45 am. Secondly, 

condition of food during delivering is another important factor. We will have delivery boxes 
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that have temperature control in order to retain the freshness and the flavor of the food as if it 

just came out of the kitchen. In order to have promptly delivery we will outsource delivering 

company and use a scooter as a main transportation.  

1) Operating time will be from 10.00 am to 1.00 pm. We will start to receive order from 

10.00 am until 1.00 pm. 

2) Delivery time will be about 30 minutes depends on the area and location.  

3) Delivery fee will be charged for order less than NTD500. NTD50 is the delivery fee. 

4) Phone orders are the first stage; however, we have a plan to develop the order system 

via website and APP later. 
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3. Marketing plan 

3.1. Market Research Analysis 

3.1.1. Global market 

According to International Monetary Fund, global GDP growth, currently estimated at 3.1 

percent in 2015, is projected at 3.4 percent in 2016 and 3.6 percent in 2017. The pickup in 

global activity is projected to be more gradual than in the October 2015 World Economic 

Outlook (WEO), especially in emerging market and developing economies (International 

Monetary Fund, 2016). It demonstrates the world economy is increasing which is a positive 

sign for the economy as a whole. A closer focus on online food ordering space can be found 

by looking at the amount of money that investors put in food ordering companies. In 2013 and 

2012, $46 million and $25 million were invested in food ordering companies. Surprisingly, 

$600 million was invested in 2014. And in 2015 came out to approximately $1.2 billion. The 

trend of delivery food industry is positively increasing and that is why investors see huge 

potential growth and willing to give a huge investment into this market. For example, Uber 

and Amazon are entering food delivery game in a big way with their Prime Now and 

UberEats platforms. 
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              Figure 1: Investors’ investment in food delivery service (Kim, 2015) 

Another graph below shows the future trend of online versus offline food ordering.  The 

direction obviously support that online orders are expected to surpass offline orders sometime 

within the next decade. The key takeaway is that we’re in the very early stages of a broad shift 

to online/mobile ordering and this is a big and potential market in the future.  

 

 

Online/Mobile Ordering vs. Offline Ordering 

(Based on data gathered from Cowen and Company Research Report) 

 

3.1.2. Taiwan Market 

Food and Beverage market 

Food and Beverage industry in Taiwan has transformed from just basic food processing 

operations and an agriculture-based export industry to a modern industry which aims to 

satisfy food demands and raise the quality of life for Taiwanese. In 2011, it grew rapidly and 

overall market scale reached NT$391.5 billion. According to the Department of Statistics, 

Ministry of Economic Affairs, the 2013 industrial production of the food industry reached 
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NTD$594.4 billion. The food industry is one of important industries in Taiwan and is 

consistently ranked among the top 10 industries in Taiwan. It is forecasted that the industrial 

production will continue to grow. Taiwanese food and beverage industry is expanding its size 

and scale, and thus has the capacity for long-term competition and growth. The major reason 

that brings the expansion of food market is the increase in dine-out population which leads to 

the market expansion. According to the statistics of Ministry of the Interior in 2012, single 

population above 19 years old (including unmarried, divorced and widowed) has reached 8.06 

million. If the DINK (double income, no kids) group is also taken into account, this group of 

population has reached to more than 10 million, and they are the majority that dines out. Most 

of these populations are used to dining out, which gives rise to the rapid growth of F&B 

market scale in Taiwan. According to “2011 F&B for Out-Eaters in Taiwan’” survey 

conducted by Unilever for people eating out, on weekdays, they eat out for lunch 4.2 times on 

average, dinner 3.3 times, and the number is still climbing. As showed in the report, the dine-

out budget of Taiwanese people takes up one-third of its annual income (investtaiwan). This 

survey has significant information that reassure  the potential in dining out market and the 

trend in the future. 

Food service industry  

Foodservice sector is increasingly expanding, due to culture of eating out caused by time 

constraints of busy people. Several of restaurant, dining and snacking options for every taste 

and budget matched with busy lifestyles of consumer have led more and more people to rely 

on foodservice establishments as often as three times a day and several days a week. 

According to Euromonitor, full-service restaurants remain the highest-grossing subsector in 

Taiwan, but the 100% home delivery/takeaway subsector saw the largest value sales growth 

over the 2009-2013 period with a CAGR of 4.7%. However, cafés/bars are expected to post 
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the best growth in value terms over the 2014-2017 forecast periods with a CAGRof 3.1% 

(Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 2014). There is big room for foodservice since the value 

sales in the consumer foodservice industry as a whole grew by 10% from 2009 to 2013, with 

an estimated 7.8% forecast for the 2014-2017 period and is forecast to reach sales of US$21.6 

billion by 2017. Despite the high growth of foodservice consumption, Taiwanese have 

strongly raised awareness and concern more about dietary issues as the multiple food that 

have shaken Taiwan’s faith in its local food industry. Consequently, healthier food options, 

such as dishes rich with fresh and natural ingredients, or those that address specific dietary 

needs, are becoming more widespread feature of foodservice menus going forward. Therefore, 

the combination of healthy food and foodservice are the answer of people with busy lifestyle 

on a regular basis. 

3.1.3. Potential Trend 

Healthification 

There is a new trend emerged under the concept of “Healthification”. Health·i·fi·ca-tion – 

verb It is the process of getting your health groove on and the act of transforming oneself 

from an unhealthy being into a physically fit specimen. Healthification is designed to 

encourage well-balanced, healthier lifestyles through nutrition, physical activity, emotional 

and spiritual wellness, and smoking cessation (Rockhold). It is not only about nutrition and 

how people consume food, but also about constructing an environment full of healthy options, 

less bad influences and having enough sleep and doing physical activities. 

The Intersection of Health and Convenience 

Lifestyle of people has changed; therefore the twin trends of health and convenience which 

resulted in changing food consumption patterns. People want to have a fast and ready-quick 

meal, while high awareness and concern about health and diet remain. Foodservice has the 
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challenge of closing the gap between convenience and sustainability by introducing new 

concepts and positioning itself against in convenience in retail, take-away and vending 

machines. (Travers, 2016). Foods and beverages delivering that can fulfill on both goal of 

health and convenience will proliferate and gain great distribution because consumers look for 

easy ways to incorporate more good products into their lives. 

Age of E-Revolution 

While the Internet has changed the landscape of grocery shopping, innovations encourage 

consumers to think outside the box on traditional physical retailers. We can just click on 

computer, select products and an hour later it is delivered to the door. Internet also 

transformed the way we eat and dine. It is unnecessary to visit restaurant for having a nice 

meal, but calling or ordering by computer and Smartphone could be a perfect option. Using 

order-and-pay apps and third-party online ordering and delivery services make “dining in” 

easier than ever and, in some cases, “dining out” a thing of the past. Uber and Amazon are 

extremely interested in this market sector. App-only services like Munchery deliver food from 

commissaries, bypassing the brick-and-mortar restaurant altogether. Smart devices will 

become an indispensable utensil for eating and dining in 2016 and in the future. Smart 

devices – from watches to ceiling fans – appeal to consumers because they save time and 

money, promise convenience, control, knowledge and self-analysis. What’s changing is that 

this is no longer the domain of startups offering home hub hardware – the major players are 

now embracing the trend and raising consumer confidence in it. (Langley, 2014) 

Eat with Eyes 

Using visual to increase the appetite and flavor has long been the core of innovation. 

Currently, more companies are creating foods that are more visually appealing rather than just 

in terms of flavor. Starting from color of food and eye-grabbing packaging, manufacturers are 
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starting to embrace the fact that many consumers, particularly foodies, share photos of their 

foods on social media. "So many consumers are excited to take pictures of their food and 

share them, and that should also be an element of packaged food—that [consumers] are just as 

excited about what they bought or how they put it together," said Zegler (Heneghan, 2015). 

So it is not only all about the taste, but how it looks. 

3.1.4. Target consumers 

Everyone who loves Thai food is our primary target. Our box lunch delivery service is a 

welcome treat for all office workers who have neither the time to prepare their lunch before 

they leave home, nor the budget to afford restaurant meals and take-out lunch on a daily basis 

since Thai food in the proper restaurant is costly. This service also targets to employees who 

typically have to work during lunch time, or who don't have easy access to local eateries and 

looking for delivery food that can be handed in front of their door. We provide high quality 

food, so health conscious customers are counted. 

- Age: officers; from first time workers to high level management (18 years old and 

above) 

- Gender: both male and female 

- Location: in the beginning, we want to scope the business only in Taipei and mainly 

focus on business areas, such as, Daan District, Xinyi District and Songshan District. 

More importantly, 101 building and both local and international companies are 

incredibly important  

- Income level: NTD 40,000 and above 

- Social class and occupation: office worker with relatively high income and 

management team, executive, CEO of the company 
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3.1.5. Competition 

Short analysis of competitors and also see table in Appendix.  

- Rice Kitchen 

Advantages: There are different choices of food for customer to choose: Western food, Thai 

food, Japanese food, Vegetarian, dessert and beverage. This is more like a 

restaurant and café that has seats for customers to enjoy a meal and offer lunch 

delivery in the same time. In addition, they are not only doing lunchbox 

service but the evening food delivery.   

Disadvantages: Comparing to the average lunchbox in Taipei, the price is higher. 

- Bobby Box 

Advantages: This is a popular lunchbox in Korea which is called casual Korean food. 

Opening now in 3 different countries, such as, Korea, Philippines and Taiwan 

with more than 25 stores, this is a great advantage in terms of reputation and 

brand awareness because many people already knew the brand. Korean trend is 

increasingly impacting the Taiwanese lifestyle as clothe and food which can be 

the benefit of the lunchbox.  They also offer various categories of food 

including lunchbox, snacks, burrito, and drink. Customizing is their specialty. 

Customer will be able to choose to add topping with extra money paying. 

Disadvantages: Price is high like a Korean restaurant.  No delivery service. Customer need to 

call for ordering and have to pick up food by themselves. 

- Other Chinese lunchbox 

Advantages: Price is the most important factor that attract customer. The average price is no 

higher than NTD 100 with the big portion of food and good taste. Most of 
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them are in business for a long time. They first start with a restaurant and later 

delivery lunchbox. Hence, they are well-known among target customers. Since 

they are selling Chinese lunchbox; it will be easy for them to adapt the taste in 

order to satisfy customers.  

Disadvantages: The lower price come with low quality of food. Mostly of lunchbox is oily 

and less healthy food. 

 

When we mention competitors, we cannot neglect indirect competitors which including fast 

food delivery, such as MC Donald's, KFC, MOS Burger and Burger King that do delivery 

service. According to a recent survey, the food industry in Taiwan serves more than 25 million 

meals per day outside the home and that number is increasing. Moreover, consumers seem to 

be finding particular qualities in Western-style fast food that sometimes are lacking in 

traditional restaurant: better service, consistent quality and a high level of cleanliness (Taiwan 

Info, 2016). Besides, local restaurant around that area and convenient store selling lunch 

boxes must be considered for instance, 7-11 and FamilyMart jumped into the price war of 

selling lunchbox at NT$39 apiece. Taiwan is well-known for having a convenient store every 

corner of the street. Taiwan has more than 10,000 convenience stores, or one per 

approximately every 2,000 residents, the highest density in the world, according to industry 

statistics. Industry leader 7-Eleven, operated by President Chain Store Corp., boasts close to 

5,000 stores and expects to hit that target later this year, while No. 2 FamilyMart has 2,900, 

followed by Hi-Life and OK Mart chains with 1,296 and 880 shops, respectively. (Taiwan 

Today, 2014). The average of most convenience store lunch boxes are priced at between 

NT$55 to NT$70. According to Wang Wen-hsin (王文欣), public affairs manager at President 

Chain Store Corp (統一超商), operating nearly 2,900 7-Eleven stores around the nation, the 
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venture sold 40 million lunch boxes, a number that is expected to grow rapidly and Fast foods 

such as lunch boxes, sandwiches, rice balls and hotdogs accounted for 11 percent of the 

chain's sales (Lue). 

Pinto’s SWOT Analysis 

 

Figure 3: SWOT Analysis 

3.1.6. Niche 

According to the Ministry of Labor (MOL) that conducted on the salary conditions in various 

Taiwan industries with gathering 9,695 viable samples, released the average starting monthly 

salary of college graduates has returned to above NT$27,000 (S$1,200). However, salary will 

be various depending on industry and positions. The MOL also said that, the average monthly 

Strengths

- Skilled workforce

- Fresh & Homemade daily

- Authentic food 

- High quality ingredients 

- Price advantage comparing with  
actual Thai restaurant 

- Variety of food to choose

- Packaging

Weaknesses

• Lack of reputation: new in the 
market 

• Delivery  limited in Taipei area

• Price: over standard price of lunch 
box

Opportunities

• Expanding to other area in 
Taiwan, such as, New Taipei City, 
Kaohsiung

• First purely Thai lunch box 
delivery

• Possible new market: Thai 
breakfast and dinner box 

• Thai food catering 

Threats

• New trend will affect consumer 
behavior

• Competitors (new and existing one)

• Government regulations

• Increase of material cost
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regular salary of industrial and service sectors' employees was NT$38,528. Other average 

monthly salaries are as follows: experienced professionals earned NT$51,856; technicians and 

associate professionals earned NT$41,297; clerical support workers earned NT$32,580; 

skills/machine operators and assemblers earned NT$30,154; and service and sales staff earned 

NT$25,006. (Vegten, 2015) Even though the average salary of Taiwanese is not high 

comparing to cost of living with high rental in Taipei and other daily expenses, we believe 

that there is a huge demand for Thai food, especially delivery service, in the market. We set 

our status as Thai premium lunchbox with the price of 190 NTD, while the average of typical 

lunchbox (便當) costing between 70-100 NTD. Our niche market segment is officer workers 

with relatively higher standard of salary who work mainly in business area and have busy 

work life. Pinto’s customers would be a group of people who has no problem on paying for 

delicious and healthy food with high price. They will be more concern with the quality, taste 

of food and convenience rather than calculating how much they will spend for a lunchbox. 

 

3.1.7. Marketing Strategy 

Two most important things for Startup are finance and marketing. Obviously, we will invest a 

big amount of money into marketing part because we believe that despite our ability to cook 

the best Thai lunchbox in town, it will be useless if no one knows about our food. In other 

word, the great product alone is not enough to bring success, but both great product and great 

marketing will do. Marketing plan is significant in terms of promoting brand and receiving 

valuable feedback from customers in order to improve and develop to satisfy customers’ need. 

Advertising 

When it comes to the word of “Advertising” People often think the best form of 

communication for a startup is traditional print and media advertising, but in most cases social 
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media and digital platforms are better and far more cost-effective options. For Pinto, we are 

highly interested in social media because it is the best tool to communicate with our target 

customers. It is easier to find the group and niche we want to talk to, and then begin a 

dialogue that's relevant and interesting to them. . Social media is a great way to have a 

running dialogue with potential attendees. Nevertheless, we will not only totally neglect 

traditional media as print ads in free food magazine and leaflet printing are beneficial for 

promoting the brand. 

- Website: A website itself can be used to accomplish many different marketing 

strategies to help business grow. There are many advantages of having official website, 

such as a way to provide content as we can post our stories, background to let people 

know more about us, menus which we will keep updated every week and promotion 

that will be created occasionally. Since we are a new player in lunchbox market, 

customers haven’t heard the name and haven’t tried the food yet; building website will 

give the business opportunity to gain credibility and trust. When providing good 

service or product, positive word-of-mouth about the business is likely to spread. 

Besides, we will be able to use this tool to make sale. We will develop the website that 

customers can select which lunchbox they want to order, press ordering and pay by 

just a click. 

- Facebook: We cannot deny that Facebook is one of the most popular social networking 

sites nowadays. For the present generation, who spend a lot more time on the internet 

than on the TV, brands need to change their approach and Facebook provides the best 

possible solution in this scenario. Facebook boasts more than 900 million monthly 

active users, 526 million of whom visit the site daily (verticalresponse). Because of 

the huge number of users, it holds a lot of potential for business. A Facebook page is 
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needed. It will help to advertise and provide easy access for customers to interact and 

learn more about the brand. From brand’s perspective, it will help to give out 

information and content, communicate with people, grow contacts, spread word of 

mount and develop royal fan base. As we see now Facebook was designed to create 

the platform to provide friendly environment for business. It is the best means to start 

a small business without paying a penny. We can give examples of activity that is 

easily created on Facebook page. With a Thai food photo competition, we will come 

up with a mini competition that allow people to join to create the best Thai dish, post 

pictures and the winner will receive 1 month free lunchbox. Or most share of our 

page’s picture will get 10 free lunchboxes. That will increase the number of people 

who see the page from what their friend posted and it is a great way to go viral. The 

new launch of Facebook Live will be a perfect tool to broadcast live cooking so 

customers can see the process of how we cook which will make the product more fun 

and interesting. Facebook ads are also a good tool to promote the brand with a budget 

requirement. The best part of Facebook ads is we can choose the set of people to 

whom these ads will be visible. The target of ads on the basis of demographics, 

educational level, interests etc. It is also up to you to decide how often these ads will 

appear. 

- Instagram:  With over 130 million users monthly and a total of 16 billion captured 

moments, Instagram is perhaps the most famous platform for transforming the 

ephemeral into sentimental mementos. (Pozin, 2013) Instagram is an amazing way to 

market our lunchbox, get audience engagement, and bring traffic to the websites.  

Because we are selling visual before selling taste, wonderful pictures showing how 

good the food looks will stimulate people to buy.  
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- Youtube: With over 2 billion views a day, YouTube is the second most visited site in 

the world. YouTube originally was a platform to share short videos with people. But 

over the years it has grown into an extremely powerful tool. It is an essential tool for 

any business or individual looking to reach a large number of people. The fact that it is 

extremely easy to use, and provides a brilliant platform for communication adds to its 

appeal (imarketingfactory) .YouTube is one of the fastest growing sites and is a great 

platform to showcase the company. Product and service is more memorable and easy 

to grab attention by watching and hearing. People tend to remember pictures and video 

rather than wording and text. YouTube can be a great way to share presentations or 

something similar for educating and promoting at the same time. We can simply make 

a video with systematic details and share it on YouTube so the users can access and 

share in order to make the clips viral. For instance, we could produce a short video of 

how to we cook Thai food, so people can watch and share. 

- Other social media: Google Ads and SEO are the best place to start your online 

marketing and advertising. It's the lowest hanging fruit in terms of finding new 

customers. It is based on user intent, meaning that when a person searches for 

something, they are showing their intent in either learning about it or finding a 

solution for it. In case customers want to have Thai lunchbox but have no idea about 

our web page or Facebook window, Google is the easiest way for them to find us. 

Public Relation 

In our perception, we think that one of the strongest parts of public relation should be word of 

mouth which is not only the most effective way of promoting our company but has the lowest 

cost of investment. Nevertheless, it is not an easy task to fulfill. 

We are a small company, but we have a unique and quality product offering. We have no 
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doubt that our strengths can be easily reached among target market.  

As social media is applicable and useful tool to put out press-releases, update information and 

news, we keep it as an open communication channels for the existing and potential customers.  

- Join events: We have planned to participate in food events, such as Taipei International 

Food Show and other food activities because it is a good opportunity to tell our story 

and product to customer. Moreover, customers will be able to try to taste the food and 

have direct interaction with us which lead to genuine feedback from them. One idea is 

to have a grand free tasting Thai food in the first floor of 101 building. The purpose of 

the event is to introduce lunchbox and allow potential customers to try the food in the 

same time. Other event like charity, fund raising and press event are interesting 

because we can just provide food as we give it away lunchbox and get attention in 

return. 

- Leaflet: though some people think using leaflet is an old way to do marketing, it is a 

fantastic tactic to promote business. They are a great way of increasing awareness of 

what product we have and what we are offering, but more than that, they provide a 

way of reaching out to customers. We have to carefully select location and target; 

customers who we want to drop this kind of information. For example, outside of 101 

and other office building area could be good 

- Personal contacting: As we know that in Taiwanese office, there is a culture of 

ordering food for lunch is to have a person (mostly a secretary in the office) who in 

charge of taking order and ordering food for most of people in the same floor. We will 

have to reach that person, create a nice connection and introduce ourselves as a new 

alternative choice when they want to order food for lunch.  

- Endorsers and Bloggers: Bloggers endorsements have an increasingly big role of 
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influencing people in terms of purchasing decision. According to new research, by 

BlogHer and global communications firm Ketchum and conducted by Nielsen 

Company, 20 percent of women who use social media are motivated to consider 

products promoted by or with a blogger they know. The survey also found that 53 

percent of U.S. blog readers who are female have purchased a product based on a blog. 

(Businessnewsdaily, 2011) Bloggers are considered as the expert in the field so they 

have more power to convince and persuade people to buy the thing they recommended. 

People look to them for suggestions about where to eat or what to cook, so working 

with them can be a good way to get the word out about new product or menu.  It can 

also be an effective strategy to make connections with other people in the community.  

Specific target community: because we are targeting to niche customers, we need to look for 

that segment and communicate with them.  PR in Thai language school and community of 

Taiwanese who love Thai can be good approach for our Thai lunchbox marketing. 

Sale promotion 

Sale Promotion is one of marketing strategy we will apply in order to attract new customers 

because we are new in the market so not a lot of people know us. We believe that we are 

offering high quality and the best Thai lunchbox. Therefore, playing with price is not our long 

term strategy. We tend to use discount in early stage and low season in order to boost the sale 

and catch attention from customers. On the other words, there is no need to put too much 

effort on these, as the product is mostly marketed by its quality, not by price. The sale 

promotion can be shown as the pattern of buy 10 get 1 free or free Thai Milk Tea after 

ordering over NTD 200. 

Other Promotion 

The objective of Pinto is to provide both delicious food and happiness to our customers. We 
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think for every important event we bring up something fun and tie with our lunchbox. For 

instance, we decorate very nice lunchbox under the theme of love and heart on Valentine’s 

Day and deliver to customer’s loved one as a surprise. In Chinese New Year, we offer 

different style of Thai Lunchbox with red envelop inside. Customized lunchbox is also 

possible by special ordering with fancy decoration in the food. We try to put creativity and 

design of food which made lunch more special, pleasant and enjoyable.  

Customer Relation Management 

Because the customer is the most valuable asset, we surely think CRM is required to ensure 

our customers are happy with product and service. According to Bain and Co., a 5% increase 

in customer retention can increase a company’s profitability by 75%. And if those numbers 

don’t impress you, Gartner Group statistics tell us that 80% of your company’s future revenue 

will come from just 20% of your existing customers. Still not sold on customer retention? One 

final statistic provided by Lee Resource Inc. should give you plenty to think about: Attracting 

new customers will cost your company 5 times more than keeping an existing customer. 

(Forbs, 2012) We will have simple royalty program, such as stamp collecting and exchange 

for free lunchbox or beverage, and exclusive Thai food day event for membership for the first 

phase. The next phase, we will invest more in our webpage and phone application in order to 

make it as the channel for customer to apply membership and keep up with our news. 

Customers have to put their basic information. That will be very useful data not only to track 

their preference about food but also a perfect tool for promoting by sending out emails. 

- Promotion budget 

According to the marketing people, they recommended to spend 5-7% of the sale for 

marketing budget. But the start-up businesses should devote between 20 and 30 

percent of total annual budget to advertising and marketing during the first and second 
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years. Therefore, we have estimated to spend about 10% for the first year because we 

have many expenses in terms of rental, wages and equipments. The total investment is 

2 million and 200,000 will be marketing cost; however, the budget will be increased 

from the sale each month accordingly as 10-25 percent. We will primarily focus on the 

free media (Facebook, Youtube, Instagram, Blogs, etc.) that directly contact with target 

market and later with the paid channel. We will test out different marketing channels 

with a small amount of money and receive the feedback in order to choose the most 

effective tool for doing marketing tactics.  

- Pricing 

Basically, the pricing strategy of Pinto will be calculated by using conventional cost 

and profit to cover the fixed and variable cost. At the same time, competitors pricing 

are taken into account. Pricing is divided into two tiers which base on target customer. 

First, normal Thai lunchbox is set at NTD 190 and focused on office worker. While it 

is true that we set our price a little bit higher than competitors who sell international 

food (120-170 NTD) and much higher than competitors who sell only Chinese food 

(60-100 NTD), we strongly confident in our value and quality that we can compete 

with them easily. Second, premium Thai lunchbox is charged 500 NTD. This category 

is targeted to management and CEO level. We have found the opportunity in this 

customer segment because most of them are busy with work and sometimes have a 

meeting with clients all day long. So they are looking for good quality and best tasting 

lunchbox that saves time and money. They of course are not price sensitive. We have 

found no competitor on the similar segment yet except the to-go lunchbox from the 

hotel. 
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Figure 4: Pricing 

 

 

- Proposed location 

The potential location will be located around south XinYi District because it is close to 

target customers and the rent is affordable.  

- Distribution channels 

We only focus on delivery. Since we do not have an actual restaurant but only a central 

kitchen to be a center place of cooking and main area to contribute lunchbox, we will 

use scooter service as a procedure to deliver food. In addition, customer can reach us 

by phone calling and ordering via website and phone application (website and app will 

be applied in second stage of the business). Pinto will have official webpage and 

Facebook page to update menus and promotion. Therefore customer will be able to 

follow the news from there. 

 

  Product Price Remark 

1 Regular Lunchbox 190 NTD 1 main dish with 2 side dishes 

2 Premium Lunchbox 500 NTD 1 main dish with 3 side dishes 

3 Dessert 65 NTD   

4 Beverage 55 NTD   
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4. Operational plan 

4.1. Location 

Selecting location is also important for this kind of business because there are several related 

factors. We have to think about the distance between central kitchen and customer’s work 

place and how long it would take to deliver while retaining the freshness of the lunchbox. 

Delivery routes have to be considered since we will use scooter and some routes only allow a 

car to pass through. The best location will be around XinYi District; however, the rent is quite 

expensive due to the commercial and business company located there. Eventually, we have 

found an area in the south of XinYi District which is close to Elephant Mountain. The price of 

rental is acceptable and certainly not far from our target customer. We are looking for a 

building with 2 stories. First floor we will use as central kitchen since it will be more 

convenient to transport ingredients and deliver lunchbox. Second floor is used for office. The 

approximately price for the rental is about NTD 20,000-40,000 with the renovation cost about 

NTD 100,000. 

4.2. Legal environment 

There are multiple legal issues that need to be dealt with when it comes to starting a business. 

Everything from business name to its structure to its operation has legal implications. There 

are also a number of organizations involved in the regulation of companies in Taiwan, such as, 

Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA) which issues business laws and regulations, Ministry 

of Labor, Ministry of Finance which administers taxation and customs, Ministry of Health and 

Welfare which licenses and inspects food and pharmaceutical products, Environmental 

Protection Administration and The Taiwan Intellectual Property Office is responsible for 

dealing with the administration of patent, trademark and copyright laws. We have to contact 
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all organizations that relate to the business in order to make sure everything goes well. We are 

not only dealing with Taiwanese governments and organizations but also with suppliers. 

Confidentiality and non-disclosure agreements are revised for suppliers to sign because these 

outside firms will have access to business information that we might want to keep private. 

4.3. Personal 

As the startup company, we have a limited budget for hiring too many employees. Only 

important positions are hired, but we are interested in opening the opportunity for internship. 

The position and job description are as the information below. 

4.3.1. Founder and CEO 

Job description:  

The CEO is responsible for everything. Responsibilities include setting up strategy and vision 

to create company value and culture. Duties include duty such as operations, marketing, 

strategy, financing, creation of company culture, human resources, hiring, firing, compliance 

with safety regulations, sales and PR. In addition, CEO needs to take care of management 

work in terms of daily work in the kitchen, delivery and after service tasks.  

4.3.2. Consultant 

Job description: 

Provides professional assistance in scope of work and related fee, works as an advocate for 

client in achieving goals through the design and implementation of foodservice facilities and 

management systems. The ranges of consultant are covered Accounting & Finance, Capital 

Budgeting, Equipment Surveys, Facility Assessments, Human Resources and training, 

Kitchen Design, Operating Procedures & Systems, Business Strategy, Culinary Development, 

Distribution/Procurement, Executive Coaching, Food Production Systems, IT Systems, Legal 

Advice, Menu Development, and Quality Management 
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4.3.3. Chef 

Job description:   

Love cooking Thai food. Must have a wide experience and profound knowledge of food 

ingredients used in Thai cooking and Thai cuisine both main dishes and dessert. The main 

daily basic job is to cook Thai food, approximately 150-500 lunchboxes every day. Good time 

management skills are a must in order to prepare that many lunchbox in short hours. Be 

creative and come up with new ideas and menus of Thai dishes. Be flexible and be adaptive to 

new culture and environment that leads to adjust the style of food but remain the Thai taste. 

Maintain inventory and order supplies as necessary 

4.3.4. General Assistants 

Job description:  

General helper both in the kitchen and basic work in the office. For the kitchen part, assist in 

the preparation of food. To wash and dry kitchen pots and utensils and ensure their proper 

storage. To clean the kitchen area (floor, cookers and so on). To assist in ensuring a high level 

of health and safety, cleanliness and food hygiene and to ensure that safe working practices 

are followed. To report any problems to the Chef and CEO. Assist in stock taking and storage 

of stock, including checking deliveries. For office part, responsible for office support and 

administrative functions.  

4.3.5. Social media officer 

Job description:  

Manage, develop and implement content for social media campaign in order to reach 

company’s target customers. Develop brand awareness and online reputation. Promote content 

through social advertising. Create, curate, and manage all published content as well as 

monitor, listen and respond to users in a “Social” way. Report the ROI results to management 
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team.  

4.3.6. Scooter guys (outsource third party) 

Job description: Deliver Lunch box from central kitchen to customers place. 

4.3.7. Creative and art designer (Internship) 

Job description:  

Responsible for generating attention-grabbing ideas that will entice the consumer or target 

audience. To be specific, the job is to take care of visual and art design and development in 

terms of promotion and advertising (Website, Facebook, Instagram, posters, and etc), overall 

images of the product including packaging. Besides, taking good pictures with creative view 

and be able to use basic computer programs such as Photoshop to create nice pictures. Also, 

ensure to deliver the right message to customer in creative way via images and designs.  

- Payment structure: We reach the competitive market prices of payment and offer 

incentive payment for excellent employees. We also will give payment to employees 

every 5th of the month via a transfer to their account.  

- Training methods and requirements: We do provide basic training for all employees 

because we believe that the right training gives employees the necessary skills and 

knowledge to carry out their work to the best of their ability, increasing productivity 

and quality of work. Furthermore, we are in the highly competitive industry so good 

training for employees can give a genuine competitive advantage over competition. 

The only way you can be better than competitors is by your employees being better 

than the rest and training is a direct route to achieving this. We also strongly 

emphasize quality and taste of food, the idea of lunchbox for happiness and art of food. 

It is essential to let all employees understand our core competency and have the 

common understanding in order to deliver the same message and service toward 
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customers. 

4.4. Inventory 

Inventory control policy is important for every business particularly in food industry because 

it is related with controlling food cost and improving profitability. The main purpose of 

conducting inventory counts is to calculate the amount of food, supplies and other products 

your restaurant uses over time, which can eventually be converted to cost of goods sold and 

facilitate a profit and loss analysis later. When it comes to inventory, we are not covering the 

food itself, but the food items used to cook or process the food (deep frying, seasonings, 

drinks, garnishes etc.). This also includes the items used to prepare and present the food and 

to set the atmosphere (paper placemats, plastic flatware, straws, napkins, disposable cups etc). 

We have estimated the material cost (meat, rice, vegetable and so on) about 35 percent and 10 

percent for packaging. The total cost of inventory in the initial investment will be 45 percent 

which means NTD 900,000. 

- Inventory procedure: using First In, First Out (FIFO) basis. Older goods should be 

rotated to the front, so they are used first. Additionally, we will try to keep the amount 

of items have on hand as low as possible to reduce theft and spoilage but have to keep 

in mind the Par levels. Par levels are the minimum quantity of an item we need to have 

in inventory to make it to the next delivery.  

- Inventory checking: setting up frequency for inventory count— daily (at the close of 

each business day), weekly, monthly, yearly. The more often we take inventory, the 

easier it is to identify and correct problems. Assign one person to take care of 

inventory checking by using inventory count sheet.  

- Lead-time for ordering: Our lead time of ordering is 1 day. Freshness of food is our 
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priority. Even thought it will be fine for keeping in fridge for a few days, we would 

rather pick the option of having fresh material every day.  

- Seasonal buildups: Our target customer is office workers who normally have weekend 

and holiday off, so we will not have seasonal buildups. We will stock inventory less on 

weekend and the holiday period. However, we strongly emphasize the marketing tactic 

which one of the plan is playing with special occasion, we will build up some 

inventory for preparing to sell more in the time we promote as a couple of week before 

the holiday. For instance, Chinese New Year, 2-3 weeks before we will have special 

promotion in terms of design of lunchbox and service with the purpose of sale increase 

in that time. We also need to order extra material to be ready to gain a big amount of 

food. 

4.5. Suppliers 

We will source ingredients from several suppliers since different suppliers provide different 

expertise and that helps us to reduce cost of material. For example, Vegetables: 

蔬果大王/上展青菜行 Grocery:平衡商行/新隆發商行 Meat:展翔商行/協昌商行/樹森開發 

Disposable table wear:家義商行 Kitchen facilities:富創餐飲設備 Table wears:花都餐具行. 

We will select the best quality product from best suppliers to make sure that we have high 

quality ingredient. We also mainly source local products first and imported products will be 

secondary option. Some ingredients such as Thai herbs and special Thai seasoning are not 

easy to find locally, we have to import from Thailand to make the local and truth taste in our 

food. 
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5. Management and Organization 

Since we are a Start-up Company and do not have many employee therefore, management 

hierarchy and job responsibility for key functions is not complicated. As mentioned job 

description detail above in operation plan section, each employee will have to report to CEO 

5.1. Professional and Advisory Support 

5.1.1. Board of directors and Management advisory board 

As mentioned earlier, we have eleven total shareholders ten are in non- management role but  

one serves as a consultant. In the other word, there is a clear line between investors and 

management team. The management has absolute control and decision making without any 

interference from shareholders. Nevertheless, integrating an advisory board later on is planned 

since they can provide strategies, fresh perspective on business and insight suggestions which 

they have expertise in particular field.   

5.1.2. Accountant 

A professional accountant is essential in food business because they not only can help save 

money, time, and avoid potential trouble, but also can provide useful information for your 

business. As we are a small business, there should not be any complicated things for an 

accountant to do. Yet it will be too complex for us to do on our own. Since we do not have 

much money to afford a full time accountant, part time accountant and a couple hours of their 

time would be enough to finish tasks.  

5.1.3. Insurance agent 

Food industry is encounter a wide range of risks such as lawsuits, building damage, cooking 

accidents, the conditions of customers after taking food and other business related risks. 

Therefore, having food insurance will help us to have less worries and reduces the risk. 
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However, the cost of the insurance is not little and can be counted as a huge amount of money 

for a start-up business. We would consider having the insurance in the next stage of the 

business; nevertheless, general insurance that required by the Taiwanese laws and regulations 

definitely needs to be done. 

5.1.4. Consultant 

Ms. Jennifer Liang is the major consultant since she is Taiwanese and has perfect 

understanding about Taiwanese food market. Besides, with more than 6 years experiences in 

Chinese cuisine and the owner of 3 Chinese restaurant branches she brings great benefit to the 

company. 

5.1.5. Key advisor 

Professor David Chang plays a significant role for advising in terms of how to start making 

business and other important suggestions that are useful for a Start-up. Currently, he is a 

president of China Credit Information Service, Ltd and serves as Vice-Chairman of Taiwan 

SME Association and Director of Chamber of Commerce R.O. C. Combining tremendous 

experiences, background, knowledge and connections, he is considered as one of distinguish 

professors and advisors who can bring consultative expertise to the CEO. 
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6. Personal Financial Statement  

As we are a start-up company, it is essential to estimate the financial analysis in the purpose 

of giving the idea on how much money we will invest in the business, how much money we 

can expect from the business, and so on. The assumptions of financial plan are also based on 

important assumption. We assume the strong economic without major recession and no 

unforeseen changes or any crisis in food industry as well as access to equity capital and 

financing sufficient to maintain the financial plans. 

6.1. Capitalization and Startup Expenses 

The initial investment is NTD 2,000,000 which comes from ten investors. However; they 

have 9.5% of the share as the table shows below because another shareholder contributes by 

her knowledge and experiences and she has 5% of share. 

  

Shareholder 1 200,000 9.5% 

Shareholder 2 200,000 9.5% 

Shareholder 3 200,000 9.5% 

Shareholder 4 200,000 9.5% 

Shareholder 5 200,000 9.5% 

Shareholder 6 200,000 9.5% 

Shareholder 7 200,000 9.5% 

Shareholder 8 200,000 9.5% 

Shareholder 9 200,000 9.5% 

Shareholder 10 200,000 9.5% 

Shareholder 11 0 5.0% 

Total Investment 2,000,000 100% 

 

Figure 5: Initial Investment 
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For the Startup expenses, we have estimated this number base on the six months operations. 

The numbers are based on the market price. We will be able to survive for six months without 

any revenue. Also, taking this numbers into account we will be able to contract our financial 

statements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Start up Expenses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Investment Investment (6 months) 

Rental (40000*6+2 months deposit) 320,000 

Equipment 300,000 

Renovation 100,000 

Company registration 30,000 

Miscellaneous 40000 

Packaging 80000 

Working capital (mkt cost+...) 200000 

Labor cost 930000 

Total 2,000,000 
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7. Financial Plan 

7.1. 12-Month Profit and Loss Projection 

              

   Jan(50)  
 Feb 

(100)  
 

Mar(100)  
 

Apr(100)  
 

May(150)  
 

Jun(200)  

Daily sales          50  
       

100  
       100         100         150         200  

Price        190  
       

190  
       190         190         190         190  

Days 
           
5  

         
17  

         22           22           22           22  

Products sold        250  
    

1,700  
    2,200      2,200      3,300      4,400  

Revenue (Gross sales) 
   

47,500  
 

323,000  
 418,000   418,000   627,000   836,000  

5% sale tax     2,262    15,381    19,905  
   

19,905  
   29,857    39,810  

Net Sale 
   

45,238  
 

307,619  
 398,095   398,095   597,143   796,190  

              

Cost Of Sales             

Cost of Good(Food) Sold (about 35%) 
   

16,625  
 

113,050  
 146,300   146,300   219,450   292,600  

              

Gross Profit (Loss) 
   

28,613  
 

194,569  
 251,795   251,795   377,693   503,590  

              

Operating Expense             

Selling             

Labor cost  109,000  
 

145,000  
 145,000   145,000   145,000   145,000  

Delivery service (scooter)     3,750    25,500    33,000  
   

33,000  
   33,000    49,500  

Advertsing/Marketing     5,000    40,000    30,000  
   

30,000  
   15,000    15,000  

Other(packaging+ design)     6,666  
    
6,666  

    6,666      6,666      6,666      6,666  

Total Selling Expense   124,416  
 

217,166  
 214,666   214,666   199,666   216,166  

              

General/Administrative             

Rent 
   

40,000  
  40,000    40,000  

   
40,000  

   40,000    40,000  

Utilities     5,000    10,000    10,000  
   

10,000  
   15,000    20,000  

Gasoline expense     1,000  
    

2,000  
    2,000      2,000      2,500      3,000  

Other expenses(telephone,internet,office 
supplies) 

    5,000  
    

5,000  
    5,000      5,000      5,000      5,000  

Depreciation     4,500  
    
4,500  

    4,500      4,500      4,500      4,500  

Building Insurance         250  
       
250  

       250         250         250         250  
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Total General/Administrative 
   

55,750  
  61,750    61,750  

   
61,750  

   67,250    72,750  

              

Total Operating Expenses  180,166  
 

278,916  
 276,416   276,416   266,916   288,916  

              

Net Income Before Taxes -151,553  
- 

84,347  
- 24,621  

-  
24,621  

 110,777   214,674  

17% tax rate          -             -    -   4,186  -   4,186     18,832    36,495  

Profit (After Tax) -151,553  
- 

84,347  
- 20,435  

-  
20,435  

   91,945   178,180  

              

Net Income -151,553  
- 

84,347  
- 20,435  

-  
20,435  

   91,945   178,180  

 

   Jul (250)   Aug(250)   Sep(300)   Oct(350)   Nov(400)   Dec(400)   Total  

Daily sales 
          

250  
          

250  
          

300  
          

350  
          

400  
          

400           2,650  

Price 
          

190  
          

190  
          

190  
          

190  
          

190  
          

190              190  

Days 
            

22  
           22             22             22             22             22  

            242  

Products sold        5,500         5,500         6,600         7,700         8,800         8,800  
        
56,950  

Revenue (Gross sales) 
 

1,045,000  
 

1,045,000  
 

1,254,000  
 

1,463,000  
 

1,672,000  
 

1,672,000   10,820,500  

5% sale tax      49,762       49,762       59,714       69,667       79,619       79,619        515,262  

Net Sale 
    

995,238  
   995,238  

 
1,194,286  

 
1,393,333  

 
1,592,381  

 
1,592,381   10,305,238  

                

Cost Of Sales               

Cost of Good(Food) Sold 
    

365,750  
   365,750     438,900     512,050     585,200     585,200  

   3,787,175  

                            -    

Gross Profit (Loss) 
    

629,488  
   629,488     755,386     881,283  

 
1,007,181  

 
1,007,181     6,518,063  

                            -    

Operating Expense                           -    

Selling                           -    

Labor cost 
    

145,000  
   145,000     145,000     160,000     169,000     169,000  

   1,767,000  

Delivery service (scooter)      49,500       49,500       66,000       66,000       82,500       82,500        573,750  

Advertsing/Marketing      15,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000        200,000  

Other(packaging+ design)        6,666         6,666         6,666         6,666         6,666         6,666  
        
79,992  

Total Selling Expense  
    

216,166  
   211,166     227,666     242,666     268,166     268,166  

   2,620,742  

                            -    

General/Administrative                           -    

Rent      40,000       40,000       40,000       40,000       40,000       40,000        480,000  

Utilities      25,000       25,000       30,000       35,000       40,000       40,000        265,000  

Gasoline expense        3,500         3,500         4,000         4,500         5,000         5,000  
        
38,000  

Other expenses(phone, 
inte,+) 

     10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000       10,000  
        
90,000  
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Depreciation        4,500         4,500         4,500         4,500         4,500         4,500  
        
54,000  

Building Insurance  
          
250  

          
250  

          
250  

          
250  

          
250  

          
250           3,000  

Total General/Admin      83,250       83,250       88,750       94,250       99,750       99,750        930,000  

                            -    

Total Operating Exp 
    

299,416  
   294,416     316,416     336,916     367,916     367,916  

   3,550,742  

                            -    

Net Income Before Taxes 
    

330,072  
   335,072     438,970     544,367     639,265     639,265  

   2,967,321  

17% tax rate      56,112       56,962       74,625       92,542     108,675     108,675        544,548  

Profit (After Tax) 
    

273,960  
   278,110     364,345     451,825     530,590     530,590  

   2,422,774  

                            -    

Net Income 
    

273,960  
   278,110     364,345     451,825     530,590     530,590  

   2,422,774  

Figure 7 

 

7.2. 4 years profit projection 

 

Year 
                

1  2 3 4 

Daily sales             233                    280                  330                  380  

Price             190                    190                  190                  190  

Days             242                    259                  259                  259  

Products sold 
        
56,950               72,520              85,470              98,420  

Revenue (Gross sales)  10,820,500         13,778,800        16,239,300        18,699,800  

5% sale tax       515,262             688,940            811,965            934,990  

Net Sale  10,305,238         13,122,667        15,466,000        17,809,333  

          

Cost Of Sales         

Cost of Good(Food) Sold (about 35%)    3,787,175           4,592,933         5,413,100         6,233,267  

                -          

Gross Profit (Loss)    6,518,063           8,529,733        10,052,900        11,576,067  

                -          

Operating Expense               -          

Selling               -          

Labor cost    1,767,000           2,220,000         2,349,600         2,985,600  

Delivery service (scooter)       573,750             990,000         1,188,000         1,386,000  

Advertsing/Marketing       200,000             484,500            608,500            569,000  

Other(packaging+ design) 
        
79,992             150,000            160,000            170,000  

Total Selling Expense     2,620,742           3,844,500         4,306,100         5,110,600  

                -          

General/Administrative               -          

Rent       480,000             480,000            480,000            480,000  
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Utilities       265,000             400,000            500,000            600,000  

Gasoline expense 
        
38,000               60,000              70,000              80,000  

Other expenses(telephone,internet,office supplies) 
        
90,000               12,000              13,000              14,000  

Depreciation 
        
54,000               54,000              54,000              54,000  

Building Insurance           3,000                 3,000                3,000                3,000  

Total General/Administrative       930,000           1,009,000         1,120,000         1,231,000  

                -          

Total Operating Expenses    3,550,742           4,853,500         5,426,100         6,341,600  

                -          

Net Income Before Taxes    2,967,321           3,676,233         4,626,800         5,234,467  

17% tax rate       544,548             624,960            786,556            889,859  

Profit (After Tax)    2,422,774           3,051,274         3,840,244         4,344,607  

                -          

Net Income    2,422,774           3,051,274         3,840,244         4,344,607  

 

7.3. Break- even analysis 

  Number of unites Fixed cost Variable cost 
Total Sales 
Revenues BP 

                  1,155     209,500         102,795                   219,450  
-  
92,845  

1                     -    
       
9,523                 -                            -    

-    
9,523  

2                       5  
       
9,523           445.00                    950.00  

-    
9,018  

3                     10  
       
9,523           890.00                  1,900.00  

-    
8,513  

4                     15  
       
9,523        1,335.00                  2,850.00  

-    
8,008  

5                     20  
       
9,523        1,780.00                  3,800.00  

-    
7,503  

6                     25  
       
9,523        2,225.00                  4,750.00  

-    
6,998  

7                     30  
       
9,523        2,670.00                  5,700.00  

-    
6,493  

8                     35  
       
9,523        3,115.00                  6,650.00  

-    
5,988  

9                     40  
       
9,523        3,560.00                  7,600.00  

-    
5,483  

10                     45  
       
9,523        4,005.00                  8,550.00  

-    
4,978  

11                     50  
       
9,523        4,450.00                  9,500.00  

-    
4,473  

12                     55  
       
9,523        4,895.00                10,450.00  

-    
3,968  
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13                     60  
       
9,523        5,340.00                11,400.00  

-    
3,463  

14                     65  
       
9,523        5,785.00                12,350.00  

-    
2,958  

15                     70  
       
9,523        6,230.00                13,300.00  

-    
2,453  

16                     75  
       
9,523        6,675.00                14,250.00  

-    
1,948  

17                     80  
       
9,523        7,120.00                15,200.00  

-    
1,443  

18                     85  
       
9,523        7,565.00                16,150.00  -      938  

19                     90  
       
9,523        8,010.00                17,100.00  -      433  

20                     95  
       
9,523        8,455.00                18,050.00           72  

21                    100  
       
9,523        8,900.00                19,000.00         577  

22                    105  
       
9,523        9,345.00                19,950.00  

     
1,082  

23                    110  
       
9,523        9,790.00                20,900.00  

     
1,587  

24                    115  
       
9,523  

     
10,235.00                21,850.00  

     
2,092  

25                    120  
       
9,523  

     
10,680.00                22,800.00  

     
2,597  

26                    125  
       
9,523  

     
11,125.00                23,750.00  

     
3,102  

27                    130  
       
9,523  

     
11,570.00                24,700.00  

     
3,607  

28                    135  
       
9,523  

     
12,015.00                25,650.00  

     
4,112  

29                    140  
       
9,523  

     
12,460.00                26,600.00  

     
4,617  

30                    145  
       
9,523  

     
12,905.00                27,550.00  

     
5,122  

 

Breakeven point = fixed cost/ (Price-variable cost) per month 

                 = 209500/ (190-89)  

                 = 2074(month) / 22 days = 94.2727273 boxes 
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Therefore, we have to make sale around 95 lunchboxes per day in order to reach short term 

break event.  
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http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/reports/category-reports/focus-on-lunchbox/219868.article 

https://www.facebook.com/wutau
http://www.wu-tau.com/news.php
http://keeat.pixnet.net/blog/post/348831212-rice-kitchen%E7%B1%B3%E9%A3%9F
http://d86825646.myweb.hinet.net/
https://www.facebook.com/%E5%BA%9C%E5%9F%8E%E8%98%AD%E9%A6%99%E6%8E%92%E9%AA%A8%E9%A3%AF-569549246459192/
https://www.facebook.com/%E5%BA%9C%E5%9F%8E%E8%98%AD%E9%A6%99%E6%8E%92%E9%AA%A8%E9%A3%AF-569549246459192/
http://www.bobbybox.com.tw/
https://www.zomato.com/manila/bobby-box-libis-quezon-city
http://www.globalfoodforums.com/food-news-bites/2016-food-trends/
http://www.bplans.com/catering_business_plan/market_analysis_summary_fc.php
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/reports/category-reports/focus-on-lunchbox/219868.article
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9. Appendix 

Competitors analysis 
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In the final column, estimate the importance of each competitive factor to the customer. 1 = 

critical; 5 = not very important. 

 

Food Presentation  
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Packaging design 
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